
Jonathan Whitaker: 
Notable Casework 

R v Joseph Kappen (deceased).First use (2001) of Familial Searching in the UK to investigate the 
murders of three female victims from South Wales in1973. Forensic samples retained from the 
dead girls were used to generate a DNA profile of the offender. Familial Searching identified the 
son of Joseph Kappen whose body was exhumed resulting in a DNA match to these samples. 
 

R v James Hanratty. Evidence given (2002) at the appeal case at the Royal Courts of Justice, 
London of one of the last men to be hanged for murder in the UK. LCN DNA evidence from the 
exhumed corpse of Mr Hanratty was matched to samples retained from the crime scene in 1961. 
 
Ulf Olsson. Lund District Court, Sweden (2003). LCN DNA evidence matching the suspect 
produced from Laser Micro-dissection (LMD) extraction of semen staining on archived microscope 
slide specimens from the murders of Helen Nillson and Jannika Ekblad in 1989. 
 
Mijailo Mijailovic. Supreme Court of Sweden (2004). DNA evidence matching the suspect found on 
the knife handle used to murder the Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs, Anna Lindh in 2003.   
  
R v Joseph Lepper. High Court of Palmerston North, New Zealand. First use of Low Copy Number 
(LCN) in the courts in New Zealand (2004). LCN DNA profiles determined from previously 
unsuccessfully typed small semen stains recovered from the scene of crime were subsequently 
matched to the suspect.  
 
R v Bradley John Murdoch. Supreme Court of the Northern Territory in Darwin. Evidence given at 
the voire dire and trial with respect to LCN DNA evidence matching the suspect on cable ties used 
to restrain the girlfriend of the missing Peter Falconio (2005). 
 
R v Sean Hoey. Belfast Crown Court (2007). Crown evidence in the case of the man accused for 
the Omagh bombings in 1998. Challenge to the validation and reliability of the LCN DNA profiling 
test and aspects of DNA sample integrity / contamination. 
 
R v Angus Sinclair. High Court in Edinburgh (2007). Evidence analysed from the 1977 ‘Worlds End’ 
murders identified Mr Sinclair and his (now deceased) associate as suspects in this case. At trial 
the case collapsed when Mr Sinclair ran a special defence which blamed the associate for the 
murders whilst suggesting that the evidence of sexual contact between him and the victims was 
consensual. 
 
R v David Bryant. 2012. Linked Cold Cases involving the abduction and sexual assault of four 
children from Hampshire and Northumbria. DNA evidence generated from novel techniques 
applied to retained forensic materials using low template DNA techniques. Suspect identified by 
Familial searching and subsequently pleaded guilty to all charges. 
 
R v Tony Cheung Chen CHAN 2013. Hong Kong. Application of DNA profiling tests by the 
defence to investigate the handling of a disputed Will associated with the estate of Nina Wang – 
ChinaChem 
 

 


